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If you’re looking for a book to teach you everything about the art and science of project management, put this one right down and back away slowly. This book does not endeavor to help you learn to become a professional project manager. For that, buy a project management how-to book over in the business books section.

If you’ve had a project thrust in your lap and have been asked to use OpenProj or want to try to use it to improve your results, buy this book now. (And please accept my thanks and appreciation for doing so!) OpenProj: The Open Source Solution for Managing Your Projects will teach you the essential skills for using OpenProj, providing tips and hints about how OpenProj can help you manage project progress more effectively. It also will present the type of real-world examples and techniques that apply to mainstream business people, not just technical professionals.
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CatalystPackt Publishing, 2007
Many web applications are implemented in a way that makes developing them painful and repetitive. Catalyst is an open-source Perl-based Model-View-Controller framework that aims to solve this problem by reorganizing your web application to design and implement it in a natural, maintainable and testable manner, making web development fun, fast and...
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Macromedia ColdFusion 5 Training from the SourcePearson Education, 2002
Macromedia ColdFusion is a powerful Web application server that lets companies build and deploy industrial-strength Web applications, such as those behind dynamic content sites and online stores. Non-programmers find the application easy enough to use for site-maintenance tasks, while developers find it powerful enough to use for...
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Making Megacities in Asia: Comparing National Economic Development Trajectories (SpringerBriefs in Regional Science)Springer, 2019

	
		This book analyses and compares the development paths of five major cities in East and Southeast Asia since the early 1960s, including Ho Chi Minh City, Jakarta, Manila, Seoul, and Shanghai. In examining these five cases through a carefully crafted conceptual framework, the author excavates an understanding of the dynamics that have...
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.NET Test Automation Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2012

	This book presents practical techniques for writing lightweight software test automation in a

	.NET environment. If you develop, test, or manage .NET software, you should find this book

	useful. Before .NET, writing test automation was often as difficult as writing the code for the

	application under test itself. With .NET, you can...
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JBoss: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2005
There's nothing ordinary about JBoss. What began as an open source EJB container project six years ago has become a fully certified J2EE 1.4 application server with the largest market share, competitive with proprietary Java application servers in features and quality. And with its dynamic architecture, JBoss isn't just a J2EE...
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TextMate How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012


	TextMate is a highly extensible Mac OS X GUI text editor that has gained quite a bit of

	developer notoriety through the years. Created in 2004 by Allan Odgaard, TextMate 1

	started out as a simple editor. By 2006, when TextMate 1.5 was released, it won the

	Apple Design Award for Best Developer Tool, and has gained a vast community...
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